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qur anic idiomaticity in its all aspects poses a great deal of challenge to qur an readers learners commentators and translators one of the most challenging aspects of qur anic idiomaticity is qur anic idiomatic phrasal verbs where significances of proper arabic verbs are entirely fused with significances of prepositions following them to produce new significances that have nothing to do with the basic significances of those verbs and prepositions by examining a corpus of ten of the most influential english translations of the qur an this study scrutinizes how some translators of the qur an have dealt with the phenomenon of qur anic idiomatic phrasal verbs the difficulties that they have encountered when translating them into english and the strategies that they have employed in their attempts to overcome the inherent ambiguity of such expressions and provide their functional pragmatic equivalents for english readership the study proposes a working model for analysing and assessing the translation of the qur anic idiomatic phrasal verbs and provides a number of theory based recommendations for translators in general and qur an translators in particular
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popular readings of benjamin lee whorf s principle of linguistic relativity focus almost exclusively on the controversial notion that language constrains or determines thought recent scholarship has only begun to assess the creative epistemological and pragmatic dimensions of whorf s theory of language and their compatibility with the ideas of his contemporaries in rhetoric philosophy and psychology this book provides a new reading of whorf which situates his writings among those of bakhtin vygotsky and wittgenstein exploring the ramifications of linguistic relativity for rhetorical theory the philosophy of language and interlingual discourse analysis the author re accentuates whorf s belief in the need to overcome linguacentrism and ethnocentrism through an enlightened multilingual awareness
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